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PURPOSE AND EXPECTATIONS 

Computer Science and Design Thinking Practices The practices describe the behaviors and ways of thinking that computationally literate 

students use to fully engage in today’s data-rich and interconnected world. Computational thinking is at the heart of the practices and refers to the thought 

processes involved in expressing solutions as computational steps that can be carried out by a computer. It requires understanding the capabilities of 

computers, formulating problems addressed by a computer, and designing algorithms that a computer can execute. Curriculum writers and educators will 

want to consider how they can design learning experiences that will enable their students to develop these skills in conjunction with the content knowledge 

reflected in the core ideas and performance expectations. 

1. Fostering an Inclusive Computing and Design Culture 

2.  Collaborating Around Computing and Design   

3.  Recognizing and Defining Computational Problems 

4.  Developing and Using Abstractions 

5. Creating Computational Artifacts 

6. Testing and Refining Computational Artifacts 

7. Communicating About Computing and Design 

 

 

Please note:  Students receive computer and design thinking instruction once per week throughout the school year.  Students who receive 

special or gifted education services are provided with appropriate modifications to address their individual needs.   During standardized 

testing, students may not receive computer and design thinking instruction.   

Please see the 2020 Computer Science and Design Thinking Standards. 

 

 

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/2020%20NJSLS-CSDT.pdf
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Content Area  Computer Science and Design Thinking 

Standard  8.1 Computer Science: Outlines a comprehensive set of concepts and skills, such as data and analysis, algorithms and 

programming, and computing systems. 

 

8.2 Design Thinking: Outlines the technological design concepts and skills essential for technological and engineering literacy. 

The new framework design, detailed previously, includes Engineering Design, Ethics and Culture, and the Effects of Technology on 

the Natural world among the disciplinary concepts. 

Strand  8.1.2.CS. Computing Systems 

8.2.2.ED. Engineering Design 

8.2.2.ITH. Interaction of Technology and Humans 

Interdisciplinary 

Standards 

Science: 
K-2-ETS1-2 Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps it function as 
needed to solve a given problem.  
 
ELA: 
W.2.6 With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers.  
 
Mathematics: 
MP.5 Use appropriate tools strategically.  

Enduring Understandings:  

Digital tools/technologies may have multiple purposes used in creating, 

communicating, problem solving, and entertaining, among others. Manipulating, 

navigating, and effectively using digital tools/technology is a developed proficiency 

that requires practice.  

Technology is used both personally and professionally to research, analyze, 

communicate, create, and store information. 

 

Essential Questions:  

What are digital tools?  

Why are digital tools (computers/apps/programs/etc.) used by 

people?  

What can one do with digital tools? 

Grade  

Level 

Content 

Statement 

Students will:  

NJSLS 2020 Indicator  Lesson Plan Suggestions and Pacing Guide - 5 days 

1  Human needs 

and desires 

determine which 

new tools are 

developed.  

8.2.2.ITH.1 

 

 

 

8.2.2.ITH.2  

Identify products that are 

designed to meet human 

wants or needs. 

 

Explain the purpose of a 

Use a teacher-created Kahoot (game-based digital learning 

platform) to identify basic components of a digital device based 

on an explanation.  

 

Students will practice basic keyboarding as they learn about the 
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product and its value. keyboard and its purpose in driving various digital applications.  

 

Students will participate in a STEAM challenge by using the 

internet to access information about each of the following 

topics: 

Inclined Plane STEAM Challenge: Students will explore how 

using a simple machine makes work easier. Students will create 

a program and code Dash (or other robot)  to go up and down 

an inclined plane.  

Bookmark STEAM Challenge (The Creators): Students will 

design and make a corner bookmark that marks the page in a 

book and does not damage the book in any way.  

Then, students will practice their typing skills by 

producing a simple plan or reflection of their STEAM 

challenge by creating and sharing a Google Doc.  

Navigate and add text or pictures to a Google Slide presentation. 

Students can retell a fairy tale or the steps of the engineering 

design process. 

Engineering design is 

a creative process for 

meeting human needs 

or wants that can 

result in multiple 

solutions. 

 

 

 

 

Individuals use 

computing devices 

to perform a variety 

of tasks accurately 

and quickly. 

Computing devices 

interpret and follow 

the instructions they 

are given literally. 

 

8.2.2.ED.1  Communicate the 

function of a product or 

device. 

8.2.2.ED.3 Select and use appropriate 

tools and materials to build a 

product using the design 

process. 

8.1.2.CS.1 Select and operate computing 

devices that perform a variety 

of tasks accurately and quickly 

based on user needs and 

preferences. 

4 

Measurements of Understanding  

To show evidence of meeting these CPIs, students may  complete the following 

assessment:   

● By the end of the unit, students will identify the basic features of a digital device 

and explain its purpose.  

● By the end of the unit, students will create a document using a word processing 

application.  

● By the end of the unit, students will compare the common uses of at least two different 

digital applications and identify the advantages and disadvantages of using each.  

● By the end of the year, students will demonstrate developmentally appropriate 

typing and navigation skills in virtual environments (i.e., games, museums). 

Suggested Resources:  
● Dance Mat Typing  

● Big Brown Bear typing or other  

keyboarding apps for the tablet  

● Google Document or other word processing application  

● Google Sheets or other spreadsheet application  

● Google Sheets 

● Google Slides or other presentation application  

● Google Forms  

● Kahoot (requires teacher registration)  

 

 

https://edu.sphero.com/cwists/preview/21452x
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMkbZBe5gnU
https://www.dancemattypingguide.com/
https://bigbrownbear.co.uk/learntotype/
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Connection to ISTE Standards for Students:  

ISTE Standard 1 - Empowered Learner - Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving and demonstrating competency in their 

learning goals, informed by the learning sciences.  

ISTE Standard 2 - Digital Citizen - Students recognize the rights, responsibilities and opportunities of living, learning and working in an 

interconnected digital world, and they act and model in ways that are safe, legal and ethical.  

ISTE Standard 3 - Knowledge Constructor - Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct knowledge, produce creative 

artifacts and make meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others.  

ISTE Standard 4 - Innovative Designer - Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve problems by creating new, useful 

or imaginative solutions.  

ISTE Standard 6 - Creative Communicator - Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of purposes using the platforms, 

tools, styles, formats and digital media appropriate to their goals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.iste.org/standards/iste-standards-for-students
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Content Area  Computer Science and Design Thinking 

Standard  8.1 Computer Science: Outlines a comprehensive set of concepts and skills, such as data and analysis, algorithms and programming, and 

computing systems. 

 

8.2 Design Thinking: Outlines the technological design concepts and skills essential for technological and engineering literacy. The new 

framework design, detailed previously, includes Engineering Design, Ethics and Culture, and the Effects of Technology on the Natural 

world among the disciplinary concepts. 

Strand  8.1.2.CS. Computing Systems 
8.1.2.NI. Networks and the Internet 
8.1.2.DA. Data Analysis 

8.2.2.ED. Engineering Design 
 

Interdisciplinary 

Standards 

Life Literacies 
9.4.2.CI.1: Demonstrate openness to new ideas and perspectives. 
9.4.2.DC.2: Explain the importance of respecting the digital content of others.  
 

Enduring Understandings:  

Digital tools offer opportunities for new experiences and means of outreach and collaboration 

that support creative and innovative approaches to problem solving and product development. 

Computer networks can be used to connect individuals to other individuals, places, 

information, and ideas. The Internet enables individuals to connect with others worldwide. 

Engineering design is a creative process for meeting human needs or wants that can result in 

multiple solutions. 

Essential Questions:  

How can I use technology to solve problems and create 

innovative solutions?  

How can technology help people collaborate and communicate 

effectively? 

Grade  

Level 

Content 

Statement 

Students will:  

NJSLS 

2020 

Indicator  Lesson Plan Suggestions and Pacing Guide - 5 days 

1 
Individuals use 

computing devices to 

perform a variety of 

tasks accurately and 

quickly. Computing 

devices interpret and 

follow the instructions 

they are given literally. 

8.1.2.CS.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select and operate computing 

devices that perform a variety of 

tasks accurately and quickly 

based on user needs and 

preferences. 

 

 

 

 

 

Collaborate with children in another district class in sharing 

the most interesting facts about his/her own heritage. The  

partner class will ask relevant questions.   
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Computer networks can 

be used to connect 

individuals to other 

individuals, places, 

information, and ideas. 

The Internet enables 

individuals to connect 

with others worldwide.  

 

Individuals 

collect, use, and 

display data about 

individuals and 

the world around 

them.  

Engineering design 

is a creative process 

for meeting human 

needs or wants that 

can result in 

multiple solutions. 

8.1.2.NI.1 

 

 

 

 

 

8.1.2.NI.2 

 

 

 

 

8.1.2.DA.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.2.2.ED.2 

Model and describe how 

individuals use computers to 

connect to other individuals, 

places, information, and ideas 

through a network. 

 

Describe how the Internet 

enables individuals to connect 

with others worldwide.  

 

 

Collect and present data, 

including climate change data, 

in various visual formats. 

 

 

 

 

 

Collaborate to solve a simple 

problem, or to illustrate how 

to build a product using the 

design process.  

Students will participate in appropriate activities connecting  

them safely to students in other parts of the   

state/country/world using online collaborative tools (i.e.  

Google Hangouts, Skype, Google Docs).  

 

Students will participate in the Journey North Monarch 

Butterfly Migration to collect, map, analyze Monarch 

Butterfly observations through a global participatory 

website.   

 

 

 

 

 

Suggested Resources:  

● Google Sheets or other presentation application ● Google Docs or 

other word processing application ● Google Slides or other 

presentation application ● The Journey North Monarch Butterfly 

Migration ● ePals: ePals has collaborative projects about a variety 

of topics for students at different grade levels.  

● Google Meet 

● Pic Collage or similar app for the tablet 

 

 

Measurements of Understanding  

To show evidence of meeting this CPI, students may complete  the following assessment:  

● By the end of the unit, students will engage in a variety of developmentally appropriate learning activities with students in other classes, schools, or countries 

using various media formats such as online collaborative tools, and social media.  

 

ISTE Standard 1 - Empowered Learner - Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving and demonstrating competency  in their 

learning goals, informed by the learning sciences.   

ISTE Standard 2 - Digital Citizen - Students recognize the rights, responsibilities and opportunities of living, learning and working in an  

interconnected digital world, and they act and model in ways that are safe, legal and ethical.   

ISTE Standard 3 - Knowledge Constructor - Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct knowledge, produce  creative 

https://journeynorth.org/monarchs
https://journeynorth.org/monarchs
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artifacts and make meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others.   

ISTE Standard 4 - Innovative Designer - Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve problems by creating  new, useful 

or imaginative solutions.   

ISTE Standard 6 - Creative Communicator - Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of purposes using the  platforms, 

tools, styles, formats and digital media appropriate to their goals.   

ISTE Standard 7 - Global Communicator - Students use digital tools to broaden their perspectives and enrich their learning by collaborating with  others and 

working effectively in teams locally and globally. 
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Content Area  Computer Science  

Standard  8.1 Computer Science: Outlines a comprehensive set of concepts and skills, such as data and analysis, algorithms and 

programming, and computing systems. 

Strand  8.1.2.NI. Networks and the Internet 
 

Interdisciplinary 

Standards 

Life Literacies 
9.4.2.DC.1: Explain differences between ownership and sharing of information..   
9.4.2.DC.2: Explain the importance of respecting the digital content of others.  
9.4.2.DC.3: Explain how to be safe online and follow safe practices when using the internet.   
9.4.2.DC.6: Identify respectful and responsible ways to communicate in digital environments.  
 
ELA: 
NJSLSA.R2. Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key supporting details and 
ideas. 

Enduring Understandings:  

Students must practice digital citizenship which includes taking responsibility for their online 

activities and understanding the impacts of their actions. Students will define and practice 

what it means to use technology appropriately. 

Essential Questions:  

What is personal property and content created by an individual 

and how is it protected? 

 

What is acceptable use of technology? 

Grade  

Level 

Content 

Statement 

Students will:  

NJSLS 2020 Indicator  Lesson Plan Suggestions and Pacing Guide - 2 days 
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1  Computer networks 

can be used to 

connect individuals to 

other individuals, 

places, information, 

and ideas. The 

Internet enables 

individuals to connect 

with others 

worldwide.   

 

Connecting devices to 

a network or the 

Internet provides 

great benefits, but 

care must be taken to 

use authentication 

measures, such as 

strong passwords, to 

protect devices and 

information from 

unauthorized access.   

8.1.2.NI.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.1.2.NI.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.1.2.NI.4 

 

 

 

Model and describe how 

individuals use computers to 

connect to other individuals, 

places, information, and ideas 

through a network. 

 

Create a password that 

secures access to a device. 

Explain why it is important 

to create unique passwords 

that are not shared with 

others. 

 

Explain why access to 

devices need to be secured. 

 

With teacher guidance students will review the Acceptable use  

Policy (AUP) in first-grade appropriate language and terms.  

Students will discuss the appropriate behaviors when using  

technology.   

 

Discuss and demonstrate knowledge of online safety by  

watching “It’s OK to Tell.” Sing the song. At a later date, the  

class will be recorded while singing “It’s OK to Tell” which  

might be posted on the teacher’s teacher page.   

 

Students will discuss and practice the concept of one’s personal  

property and how it should be treated.   

● Discuss plagiarism. Students will understand the need to 

reword facts and cite them. 

● Discuss that hardware, networks, and the internet are all 

tools  to be treated with respect.  

● Explain how to secure devices and personal 

information. 
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Measurement of Understanding  

To show evidence of meeting this CPI, students may  complete the following 

assessment:  

● By the end of the unit, students will develop an understanding of ownership of 

print and nonprint  

information.  

● Gather print or digital images from any available resource depicting a person’s emotions. 

Create a caption describing the emotion and why they think the person is feeling that 

way. Identify and include the source and ownership of the image used and shared. 

Connection to ISTE Standards for Students:  

ISTE Standard 2 - Digital Citizen - Students recognize the rights, 

responsibilities and opportunities of living, learning and working in an 

interconnected digital world, and they act and model in ways that are safe, legal 

and ethical. 

Resources:  

● Google Document or other word processing application  

● Google: Be Internet Awesome  

● NetSmartz  

● BrainPop, Jr. Internet Safety  

● Ben’s Guide to the Government  

● Common Sense Media: Digital Literacy and Digital 
Citizenship Printable Curriculum Contains Lesson and 
Activities Contains Lessons, Activities, and (scored) Online 
Assessments  

● Upstart Activity Guide: Citizenship in a Digital World  

● Video: Keeping Your Information Safe: “Details, Details”  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://beinternetawesome.withgoogle.com/en_us/
https://beinternetawesome.withgoogle.com/en_us/
https://www.missingkids.org/NetSmartz
https://jr.brainpop.com/artsandtechnology/technology/internetsafety/
https://bensguide.gpo.gov/
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/
https://www.waterford.org/education/digital-citizenship-activities-and-tips/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=snbQ3GTXogo
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Content Area  Design Thinking 

Standard  8.2 Design Thinking 

Strand  8.2.2.ED. Engineering Design 

8.2.2.ITH. Interaction of Technology and Humans 

Interdisciplinary 

Standards 

Visual Art 
1.5.2.Cr1b: Engage in individual and collaborative art making through observation and investigation of the world, and in response to personal 
interests and curiosity.  
 
Science: 
K-2-ETS1-2 Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a 
given problem.  

Enduring Understandings:  

Digital tools/technologies are often products/systems that are designed to help people solve 

problems, create, communicate, and/or increase efficiency. Technology systems impact every 

aspect of the world in which we live. 

Essential Questions:  

Why do we use technology tools?  

How does technology impact our world and the ways in which we 

live and communicate? 

Grade  

Level 

Content Statement 

Students will be 

able to understand: 

NJSLS 

2020 

Indicator  Lesson Plan and Pacing Guide - 10 days 

1  Engineering design is 

a creative process for 

meeting human needs 

or wants that can 

result in multiple 

solutions. 

 

Human needs and 

desires determine 

which new tools are 

developed.  

8.2.2.ED.1 Communicate the function of a 

product or device. 

While working in pairs or small groups, students will identify 

technology devices around us-computer, bells, fire alarm, pencil 

sharpener. Describe basically how or what makes them work.  

 

Students will draw a picture that illustrates how they use a 

technology tool and write a sentence explaining how the tool 

helps them..  

Fairy Tale STEAM Challenges: Students will work 

collaboratively with their peers to design and construct a 

product that solves a problem affecting the community. 

Literature choices:  

Three Billy Goats Gruff - Build a Bridge Lesson Plan 

The Little Pigs -Build a House Lesson Plan  

 

Build a Computer STEAM Challenge: Students will build their 

8.2.2.ITH.

1 

 

 

 

 

8.2.2.ITH.

4 

Identify products that are 

designed to meet human wants 

or needs.  

 

 

 

Identify how various tools 

reduce work and improve daily 

tasks 

Various tools can 

improve daily tasks 

and quality of life. 

8.2.2.ITH.

5 
Design a solution to a problem 

affecting the community in a 

collaborative team and explain 
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the intended impact of the 

solution. 

own paper computer to learn about the components that make 

up this system. Students will select their components and 

explain why they selected each part. 

 

Measures of Understanding  

To show evidence of meeting this CPI, students may complete the following assessment:  

● By the end of first grade, students will be able to describe how technology products, systems, 

and resources are useful at school, home, and work. 

Resources:  

● Fairy Tale STEAM Challenge: Build a Bridge Lesson 

Plan  

● Fairy Tale STEAM Challenge: Build a House Lesson 

Plan  

● Build a Computer STEAM Challenge Lesson Plan  

● Hello Ruby: Build Your Own Computer  

● Brain Pop Jr.: Parts of a Computer  

● Pebble Go: Technology  

● Design Challenges Book List  

● Other technology items including cell phone, television, 

digital camera, etc. 

Connection to ISTE Standards for Students:  

ISTE Standard 1 - Empowered Learner - Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving and demonstrating competency in their learning goals, 

informed by the learning sciences.  

ISTE Standard 3 - Knowledge Constructor - Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct knowledge, produce creative artifacts and make 

meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others.  

ISTE Standard 4 - Innovative Designer - Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve problems by creating new, useful or 

imaginative solutions. 

ISTE Standard 6 - Creative Communicator - Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of purposes using the platforms, tools, 

styles, formats and digital media appropriate to their goals.  

ISTE Standard 7 - Global Communicator - Students use digital tools to broaden their perspectives and enrich their learning by collaborating with others and working 

effectively in teams locally and globally. 
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Content Area  Computer Science and Design Thinking 

Standard  8.1 Computer Science 

8.2 Design Thinking 

Strand  8.1.2.IC. Impacts of Computing 
8.2.2.ED. Engineering Design 
8.2.2.ETW. Effects of Technology on the Natural World 

Interdisciplinary Standards Life Literacies and Key Skills 

9.4.2.CI.1: Demonstrate openness to new ideas and perspectives 
9.4.2.CI.2: Demonstrate originality and inventiveness in work  
9.4.2.CT.2: Identify possible approaches and resources to execute a plan  
 
Science 
K-2-ETS1-1: Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a situation people want to change (e.g., climate 
change) to define a simple problem that can be solved through the development of a new or improved object or tool. 

Enduring Understandings:  

Knowledge and understanding of human, cultural and societal values are fundamental 

when designing technology systems and products in the global society.  

Technology has the ability to impact and improve the lives of individuals and societies. 

Essential Questions:  

Why do we use technology tools? 

How do we leverage technology to improve the environment? 

Grade  

Level 

Content Statement 

Students will be 

able to understand: 

Indicator  Indicator  Lesson Plan and Pacing Guide - 5 days 

1  Computing 

technology has 

positively and 

negatively changed 

the way individuals 

live and work (e.g., 

entertainment, 

communication, 

productivity tools).   

8.1.2.IC.1 Compare how individuals live 

and work before and after the 

implementation of new 

computing technology.  

Students will brainstorm different items they recycle (such as 

newspapers, plastics, aluminum, and glass). Students will 

illustrate examples of how items can be reused.  
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Engineering design is a 

creative process for 

meeting human needs 

or wants that can result 

in multiple solutions. 

8.2.2.ED.2 

 

 

 

 

8.2.2.ED.3 

Collaborate to solve a 

simple problem, or to 

illustrate how to build a 

product using the design 

process. 

 

Select and use appropriate 

tools and materials to build 

a product using the design 

process. 

 

Build a Boat STEAM Challenge: Students will design a boat 

using recyclable materials.  

Bookmark STEAM Challenge: Students will design and make a 

bookmark that marks the page in a book and does not damage 

the book in any way.  

 

 

Relate advances in science and technology to environmental 

concerns, and to actions taken to address them. 

The use of 

technology 

developed for the 

human designed 

world can affect the 

environment, 

including land, 

water, air, plants, 

and animals. 

8.2.2.ETW

.3 

 

8.2.2.ETW

.4 

Describe or model the system 

used for recycling technology.   

 

Explain how the disposal of or 

reusing a product affects the 

local and global environment.  

 

Measures of Understanding  

To show evidence of meeting this CPI, students may complete the following assessment:  

● By the end of first grade, students will be able to list products from home that are recycled and 

how new products are made. Students will list ways they can reuse household recyclable 

items. 

Resources:  

● Google Sheets  

● Google Drawings or similar app  

● Brain Pop, Jr.: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle  

● Build a Boat STEAM Challenge Lesson Plan  

● Bookmark STEAM Challenge Lesson Plan  

● Improve an Existing Product STEAM Challenge Lesson 

Plan  

● Design Challenges Book List  

● Pebble Go: Reusing and Recycling 
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Connection to ISTE Standards for Students:  

ISTE Standard 1 - Empowered Learner - Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving and demonstrating competency in their learning 

goals, informed by the learning sciences.  

ISTE Standard 3 - Knowledge Constructor - Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct knowledge, produce creative artifacts and make 

meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others.  

ISTE Standard 4 - Innovative Designer - Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve problems by creating new, useful or 

imaginative solutions.  

ISTE Standard 6 - Creative Communicator - Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of purposes using the platforms, tools, 

styles, formats and digital media appropriate to their goals. 
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Content Area  Design Thinking 

Standard  8.2 Design Thinking 

Strand  8.2.2.ED. Engineering Design 

8.2.2.ITH. Interaction of Technology and Humans 

8.2.2.N. Nature of Technology 

 

Interdisciplinary 

Standards 

Science 

K-2-ETS1-1 Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a situation people want to change (e.g., climate change) to define a 

simple problem that can be solved through the development of a new or improved object or tool. 

 

ELA 

L.1.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and content, choosing 

flexibly from an array of strategies.  

Enduring Understandings:  

The design process is a systematic approach to solving problems. 

Essential Questions:  

How can one develop a solution for a problem using the design 

process?  

How can one improve a product/process through the 

reflection/iteration process?  

Why is asking questions about the world an important 

characteristic/component of the design process? 

Grade  

Level 

Content Statement 

Students will be 

able to understand: 

Indicator  Indicator  Lesson Plan and Pacing Guide - 3-5 days 

1  Engineering design is a 

creative process for 

meeting human needs 

8.2.2.ED.1 Communicate the function of a 

product or device. 

Explore engineering websites for an experiment and predict 

what will happen. Point out how the “system” works. Discuss 

and demonstrate the science activity. Challenge students to 
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or wants that can result 

in multiple solutions. 

 

Limitations 

(constraints) must be 

considered when 

engineering designs.  

 

Technology has 

changed the way 

people live and work. 

 

 

 

 

8.2.2.ED.4 

 

 

 

 

Identify constraints and their 

role in the engineering design 

process. 

narrate how the system worked.  

Teacher will use “teachable moments” to model troubleshooting 

strategies.  

Gears STEAM Challenge: Students will build a gear system 

using different sized gears. Students will explore how gears 

work, where they can be found in products, and how to make 

gears move at different speeds. Explain how the parts work 

together as part of a system  

 

Improve an Existing Product STEAM Challenge: In 

collaborative groups, students will choose an existing item and 

describe how it could be improved.  

 

8.2.2.ITH.

3 

 

 Identify how technology 

impacts or improves life. 

Innovation and the 

improvement of 

existing technology 

involves creative 

thinking.   

8.2.2.NT.1 

 

 

 

 

8.2.2.NT.2 

Model and explain how a 

product works after taking it 

apart, identifying the 

relationship of each part, and 

putting it back together. 

 

Investigate a product that has 

stopped working and 

brainstorm ideas to correct the 

problem. 

 

Measures of Understanding  

To show evidence of meeting this CPI, students may complete the following assessment:  

● By the end of first grade, students will brainstorm and devise a plan to repair a broken item or 

technological device using the design process  

● By the end of first grade, students will be able to investigate the influence of a specific 

technology on the individual, family, community, and environment 

 

Resources:  

● Gears STEAM Challenge Lesson Plan  

● Improve an Existing Product STEAM Challenge Lesson Plan  

● PBS Kids Engineering  

● PBS Kids Design Squad  

● Design Challenges Book List  

● Examples or pictures of products which are re-used  

● Technology tool or toy that is broken or inoperable 
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Connection to ISTE Standards for Students:  

ISTE Standard 1 - Empowered Learner - Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving and demonstrating competency in their learning 

goals, informed by the learning sciences.  

ISTE Standard 3 - Knowledge Constructor - Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct knowledge, produce creative artifacts and make 

meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others.  

ISTE Standard 4 - Innovative Designer - Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve problems by creating new, useful or 

imaginative solutions.  

ISTE Standard 6 - Creative Communicator - Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of purposes using the platforms, tools, 

styles, formats and digital media appropriate to their goals. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Content Area  Computer Science   

Standard  8.1 Computer Science 

Strand  8.1.2.AP. Algorithms & Programming 

Interdisciplinary 

Standards 

Math 
1.NBT.1  Read and write numerals to 120 starting at any number and represent a number of objects with a written numeral. 
1.G.1 Name the attributes of a given two-dimensional shape (square, triangle, rectangle, regular hexagon) 
distinguishing between defining and non-defining attributes. 
 
ELA 
RI.1.4. Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text. 
RI.1.6. Distinguish between information provided by pictures or other illustrations and information provided by the words in a text. 
RI.1.10. With prompting and support, read informational texts at grade level text complexity or above. 
SL.1.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger 
groups.   
L.1.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from an array of strategies.  
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Enduring Understandings:  

Computational thinking builds and enhances problem solving, allowing students to move beyond 

using knowledge to creating knowledge.  

Computational thinking (coding/computer programming and the logic involved) is a digital tool in 

which all of today’s Internet technology is based on. 

Essential Questions:  

How can one develop a solution for a problem using 

computational thinking (computer  

programming/coding and logic)? 

Grade  

Level 

Content Statement 

Students will be 

able to understand: 

Indicator  Indicator  Lesson Plan and Pacing Guide - 10 days 

1  Individuals develop 

and follow directions 

as part of daily life.  

 

 

Computers follow 

precise sequences of 

steps that automate 

tasks. 

8.1.2.AP.1 Model daily processes by 

creating and following 

algorithms to complete tasks. 

Students will discuss the types of items that are programmed. 

Remote control cars, television remotes, apps and programs that 

operate on a series of commands.  

 

 

 

8.1.2.AP.3   Create programs with 

sequences and simple loops to 

accomplish tasks. 

  8.1.2.AP.4 Break down a task into a 

sequence of steps. 

 

 

 

 

 People work together 

to develop programs 

for a purpose, such as 

expressing ideas or 

addressing problems.  

 

 

The development of a 

program involves 

identifying a sequence 

of events, goals, and 

expected outcomes, and 

addressing errors (when 

8.1.2.AP.5  Describe a program’s 

sequence of events, goals, and 

expected outcomes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students will learn how to troubleshoot errors and make 

corrections to their algorithm as needed. 

 

 

Suggested Coding Activities:  

● Introduction to Coding via Happy Maps “unplugged activity 

8.1.2.AP.6 Debug errors in an algorithm or 

program that includes 

sequences and simple loops. 
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necessary).  (page 14). Students will be able to move a character around a 

map, arrange directions to reach a predetermined goal, predict 

where a character will end up, given a list of steps.  

● “Jigsaw” (page 36); students will become familiar with basic 

mouse use and the block-based programming interface they 

will be using throughout the course. Students will begin by 

simply dragging images on screen and then progress to 

dragging puzzle pieces into the proper order.  

● Students will recognize situations where they can create 

programs to complete tasks using a common language, 

convert movements into symbolic instructions, and relate 

algorithms as programs to teammates.  

● Students will understand algorithms learned in Happy Maps 

and Move It through the Angry Birds online activity.  

 

Measures of Understanding  

To show evidence of meeting this CPI, students may complete the following assessment:  

● By the end of first grade, students will be able to create an algorithm with at least 7 

sequential steps, program a device through a maze, troubleshoot and correct errors. 

Resources:  

Any programmable device including Blue Bots, Dash and  

Dot, Ozobots, etc.  

 

 Coding Resources found in Code.org: Course 1:  

● Happy Maps “unplugged activity” (page 14)  

● Move it, Move it “unplugged activity (page 23)  

● “Jigsaw” (page 36)  

● Maze: Sequence (page 38)  

● Maze: Debugging (page 40)  

● Kodable 
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Connection to ISTE Standards for Students:  

ISTE Standard 3 - Knowledge Constructor - Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct knowledge, produce creative artifacts and 

make meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others.  

ISTE Standard 4 - Innovative Designer - Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve problems by creating new, useful or 

imaginative solutions.  

ISTE Standard 5 - Computational Thinking - Students develop and employ strategies for understanding and solving problems in ways that leverage the power of 

technological methods to develop and test solutions.  

ISTE Standard 6 - Creative Communicator - Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of purposes using the platforms, tools, 

styles, formats and digital media appropriate to their goals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glossary  

Basic technology terms for kindergarten and grade 1: For example, digital camera, battery, screen, computer, Internet, mouse, keyboard, and printer.  

Controversial issue: For example, global warming, scarcity of water, alternative energy sources, election campaigns.  

Current and emerging technology resources: For example, hand-helds, GPS, online communities using wikis, blogs, vlogs, and/or Nings.  

Data-collection technology: For example, probes, handheld devices, and geographic mapping systems.  

Developmentally appropriate: Students’ developmental levels prescribe the learning environment and activities that are used. Digital tools for 

kindergarten through grade 2: For example, computers, digital cameras, software, laptops.  

Digital tools for grades three through 8: For example, computers, digital cameras, flip/video cam, probing devices, software, cell phones, GPS, online 
communities, VOIP, and virtual conferences.  
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Electronic authoring tools: Software that facilitates online book development (e.g., multimedia electronic book). 

  

Mapping tools: For example, Google earth, Yahoo maps, and Google maps.  

 

Media-rich: Multiple forms of digital applications in one product (e.g., graphic design, word processing, and spreadsheet). Multimedia presentation: For 

example, movie, podcast, vlog.  

 

Online discussion: Online discussion is a relatively new form of communication, facilitated usually by computer networks. For example, Oracle, i-Earn, 

blogs, wikis.  

 

Online learning community: An online learning community is a common place on the Internet that addresses the learning needs of its members through 

proactive and collaborative partnerships. Through social networking and computer-mediated communication, people work as a community to achieve a 

shared learning objective. For example, i-Earn, Ning, blogs, wikis, Second Life.  

 

Operations and related applications: For example, saving a word processing file if using a Microsoft product, compared to “Automatic Saving” with 

Google Drive, and downloading a PDF and saving to Google Drive.  

 

Reverse engineer: To isolate the components of a completed system.  

 

Shared hosted services: Refers to a web hosting service where many websites reside on one web server connected to the Internet. For example, podcasts, 

videos, or vlogs.  

 

Technologies: Medical, agricultural, and related biotechnologies, energy and power technologies, information and communications technologies, 

transportation technologies, manufacturing technologies, and construction technologies.  

 

Virtual environments: For example, games, simulations, websites, blogs.  

 

Web-based publication: includes the digital publication of e-books, EPUBs, and electronic articles, and the development of digital libraries and catalogs. 

For example, web pages, wikis, blogs, ezines.  
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Appendix I  

 

Overview of technology skills/topics for reference:  

● System(s), device(s), computer, tablet, virtual, Internet, online vs. offline, print vs. nonprint  

● Documents (Docs), word processing, Spreadsheets (Sheets), data, databases, forms, graphs, presentations, slideshows (Slides)  

● to highlight, to create, to rename, to sort, to filter, to organize (data/information)  

● “Digital” tools, resources, communication, citizenship, collaboration, blog  

● Acceptable use, copyright, ethics, ownership, legal, fair-use, citation, to cite  

● Keyboard, mouse, monitor,  

● Geography, geographic, global society, community, environment  

● Engineering design process (problems, brainstorm, plan, create, test, evaluate, analyze, improve, redesign, prototype, products)  

● Digital tools, electronic communication (email), computer programming, coding, debug, logic, algorithm, puzzle, computational thinking, operating 

system.  
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Appendix II   

Classroom Procedures for Chromebooks   

Keyboarding Plan   

Typing Proficiencies Chart 

 

PHILOSOPHY -  

1. “Keyboarding instruction is most effective when spread out over several years and designed to build on the student’s prior knowledge.” (Robinson, 

1992) 2. “Once skills are taught, it is important to use them, reinforce them and refine them.” (Adams, 1984; Wronkovich, 1998). 3. "Touch typing is an 

example of cognitive automaticity, the ability to do things without conscious attention or awareness. Automaticity takes a burden off our working memory, 

allowing us more space for higher-order thinking." (Trubek, 2011)  

 

OVERALL GOALS - To ensure that all students are prepared for online assessments and receive the proper keyboard training. To develop students’ 

typing skills in the early grades and provide follow up instruction throughout the grade levels.  

 

OVERALL OBJECTIVES -  

The objective of keyboarding instruction will be focusing on technique and accuracy, with technique being first priority. As these skills are mastered, 

speed will develop simultaneously.  
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DOMAIN SPECIFIC VOCABULARY -  

● Enter  

● Shift  

● Caps lock on traditional keyboards, and the Chrome “Search” button on Chromebooks  

● Escape  

● Backspace  

● Tab  

● Home Row  

● top row  

● The number row and/or numeric keypad if using traditional keyboards  

● Keystroke shortcut  

● Touch typing  

 

PROPOSED BENCHMARKS FOR MASTERY -  

Grade 1 - The student will be able to type two sentences.  

Grade 2 - 10 wpm, students will be able to type four sentences.  

Grade 3 - 20 wpm, students will be able to type two short paragraphs in a sitting  

Grade 4 - 25 wpm, students will be able to type one page in a single sitting  

Grade 5 - 30 wpm, students will be able to type two pages in a single sitting  

Grade 6 - 35 wpm  

Grade 7 - 40 wpm  

Grade 8 - 45 wpm  

 

KEYBOARDING - GRADES 1 & 2 (Primary Grades)   

GOALS: The goals of primary grades keyboarding plan is to introduce mouse skills, keyboarding, key placement, hand placement, posture and 

development of  the two-handed typing position with fingers typing different keys. It is recommended that student receive 25 min/week in grade 1 and 35 

min/week in grade  2 during Media Literacy classes.   

 

OBJECTIVES: The objectives of the primary grade keyboarding plan include the use of proper terminology, launching keyboarding apps and playing 

simple keyboarding games.   

BENCHMARKS:   

Grade 1 - The student will be able to type two sentences.   

Grade 2 - 10 wpm, students will be able to type four sentences with proper grammar to produce and publish writing, including collaboration with peers.  

  

APPS/SOFTWARE:   

iPad/Android - Clever Keyboard App, Learning, Practice and Play,Chromebook - ABCYA typing (Keyboarding Zoo)   
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http://www.abcya.com/keyboarding_practice.htm  

Big Brown Bear typing http://www.bigbrownbear.co.uk/keyboard/  

Google documents   

ABCYA typing (Keyboarding Zoo) http://www.abcya.com/kindergarten_computers.htm  

 

 

GRADE 1 PROFICIENCIES  GRADE 2 PROFICIENCIES 

Correct posture--legs in front, body in front, 
elbows at sides  

Find period, escape, tab, 

Keep feet flat on the floor, sit straight, body 
centered, hands on home row 

Find Shift key and Caps lock key 

Find period key  Understand difference between backspace, 
delete 

Find Shift key and Caps lock key  Understand purpose of cursor in typing 

Difference between backspace, delete  Use thumb to key space bar 

Escape, spacebar  Rest fingers on home row keys 

Use thumb to key space bar  Use both hands on keyboard, on their own sides 

Rest fingers on home row keys  Practice platform dependent keyboard shortcuts 
to copy, cut, paste, print, save 

Rest pointers on f and j  Use software and apps for keyboarding 

Use both hands on keyboard, on their own sides  

Use apps for keyboarding  
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Key in student’s name  

Key in two full sentences  

 


